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Swiss (Vaudois) senior officer. She calls herself to be a cantonal «Judge». 

«Works» in the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne. 

Phone working place: 021 316 15 11  

Fax working place    : 021 316 13 28  

 

Private address: 

Chanta-Merloz 14, 1169 Yens 

Private phone: 021 800 00 95  

Maritial status: married. The husband is the Lawyer Vivian KÜHNLEIN. 

 

 

Caroline KÜHNLEIN-HOFMANN 

 

Evaluation of the Lawyers 

 

 

http://www.worldcorruption.info/juges.htm
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The mailbox of Caroline KÜHNLEIN-HOFMANN 

Shots of the house 

 

Access to the villa from northwest 
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South facade 

 

Perspective of the villa from southwest 
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Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET 
 

Caroline KÜHNLEIN-HOFMANN was participating in 4 decisions taken by the 

penal court of appeal of the cantonal court, rejecting 4 revision requests of 

François LÉGERET. Hers’ guilt is thus identical to that one of Sandra 

ROULEAU in this judiciary crime. 

 

Profile 
 

Judiciary terror from father to daughter.  

She did start her career in the Judiciary as a «juge de paix» at Pully. Subsequently, 

she was elected cantonal «Judge». 

KÜHNLEIN-HOFMANN has shown up in our database in 2006, when she has 

been «juge de paix» at Pully (a case of child abuse). 

Caroline KÜHNLEIN managed the inheritance of late Philippe GALLAND as 

«juge de paix» at Pully VD.  In the inheritance of his father, Patrice GALLAND 

has produced wrong accounting figures from summer 2003 until March 2008. 

Mrs. KÜHNLEIN simply ignored the signals, indicating that there was a fraud. 

See text published under COLELOUGH, «Le Super-Franco VERDA des 

Vaudois». 

She is as well involved in an abusive forces placement of an old person in an old 

age home: 

http://pages.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/societe-moeurs/6334067-places-de-force.html#6442230  

  

List of references (observations collected since 2000): 

Numer of negative references:     4  

Number of positive references:    0 

 

Caroline KÜHNLEIN-HOFMANN is an opportunistic tyrant. 
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